
Morning Pages

1. Write, free flow write 
for 10 minutes

2. Choose a sentence 
you have written and turn 
it from good to AMAZING



Electricity



Looking for Electrial 
Devices... What might be 
an electrical device? 





1. Choose an electrical device to 
sketch and ponder… 

2. Try to really capture what is in front 
of you, spend at least 10 minutes 
sketching with as much detail as 
possible.

3. Answer some of the questions





Electricity Wonders



Sharing Stories "Less Told"....



You are going to be uncovering a story in Canadian History that 
is "less told" or that is not always told correctly:

- Story about Aboriginal veterans. 

- The fight for women's right to vote

- Chinese Canadian history

- Black Canadian history

- A story from your own family.

- Other (must be approved by Ms. McNeil or Mr. Burima)



?



So what is a podcast?

- It is spoken word (audio) that you can listen to 
using technology (smartphone, computer, iPad, 
etc.)

- It could be anything: there are comedy 
podcasts, news podcasts, sports podcasts, 
radio plays, books-on-tape, anything!



We are making a specific type of podcast. 

We are making a podcast that shares 
information about an "Untold Story" in 
Canadian History. We discussed so many 
incredible stories that many Canadians don't 
know about. We're going to help change that!

You are going to do research online and in 
books. You are going to then write a script that 
contains some of that information. You are then 
going to record that script and make a podcast! 

Uncovering Stories Podcast: Day 2





What stories have 
we learned/shared?



There are some guidelines that you will have to 
follow. However, you can be creative. You can 
make a podcast that is:

• Straightforward reading from a script
• A play 
• A fictional story (like Henry's Freedom Box) 

that has facts included in it.
• Include poems
• Told from the first person, "My name is Nellie 

McClung and I was a suffragette...." 
• Other ideas!



Our job as journalists (or podcasters)....

> 1. To uncover stories
> 2. To learn and be curious.
> 3. To make something that people WANT to listen to!
> 4. To be accurate and share some facts.

Guiding Principles!
Take Doodle Notes/Jot Notes!



Your podcast.....
• Should include information about a specific 

person or a place. It makes the story more 
"real" and people connect with it. 

• Needs a script (you writing out lines, like in a 
play, that you are going to read out loud!)

• Has to be 3 - 5 minutes long.

• Has to be engaging and interesting - make 
people want to listen AND learn more!

• Has to contain accurate information and be 
based on research. .



Before we dig deeper and start all of our 
research, you need to choose what you are 
going to research and do a podcast on! 

• What are your top 3 topics/stories? 
• Why do you want to research these topics 

and share these stories?
• What do you know?
• What do you feel that you still need to 

know? List the questions you still have!

CHOOSE YOUR TOP 3 TOPICS/STORIES!



Step 1: Choose Topic

Step 2: Research Topic

Step 3: Get Feedback on Research

Step 3: Write Script

Step 4: Have Script Reviewed

Step 5: Record Your Script

(Possible Extra Steps...)

Step 6: Add Music

Step 7: Add Sound Effects

Uncovering Stories Project!









Writer's Workshop

1. First Draft Ready for Peer 
Editing Friday, February 9th 





Mr. Burima bought a sheet of 
stamps. There are 8 stamps 
to a row. His sheet has 14 
rows of stamps. How many 
stamps did Mr. Burima buy? 







21 x 13

There were 21 people at a party and an alien 
used a replicator to replicate all 21 people 13 
times. How many people were at the party. 

 











15 x 37 
Problem: There is a hockey game going on there are 
37 people in each box. There are 15 boxes. How 
many people are at the hockey game?  




